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The Shire of Midhaven encompasses the modern counties of Skagit and San Juan, Washington, and falls
within the Kingdom of AnTir. May we serve our Sovereigns and our realm with honour and devotion!

Monthlies

Long live King Eirik!
Long live Queen Drifinna!
Mark the Dates:
Youth Althing ......................................................... 26 Apr 2014
Kingdom Heraldic and Scribal Symposium.......... 11-12 Oct 2014
Midhaven Harvest Feast....................................15-16 Nov 2014
Midhaven Winter Ithra...................................... 21-22 Feb 2015

See http://www.antir.sca.org/Upcoming/ for more
details.
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Business Meetings are held on the 2nd
Wednesday of the month at the Mt. Vernon
Denny’s, 7:00PM – 9:00PM. Come early if
you wish to order food. All welcome!
For a copy of the meeting minutes, contact
the Chronicler at nwcatlady@gmail.com
A&S/Social Nights alternate on the 4th
Wednesday of the month at the Mt. Vernon
Denny’s, 7:00PM – 9:00PM. Come early if
you wish to order food.
Archery Practice is held the 1st Sunday of the
month at Rodri’s house, 5482 Chuckanut Dr.,
in Bow, noon – 4:00PM.
Contact
thegreenglen@gmail.com for inquiring after
additional practice times.
Equestrian Practice is held at Lang’s Horse
and Pony Farm, 21463 Little Mountain Rd,
Mt.
Vernon.
Contact
MidhavenEquestrian@yahoo.com for dates
and times.
Fight Practice is held at 11745 SR 20, Mt.
Vernon. Contact swordhorse@hotmail.com
for dates and times.
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Event Follow-up:
Mid-Winter Ithra
On February 8th and 9th, the Shire held a MidWinter Ithra at the Mount Vernon Senior
Center. The event autocrat was Lady Avelyn
de Mowbray, the Shire’s Arts & Sciences
officer, and the Ithra Chancellor in Charge was
the Countess Elisabeth de Rossignol.
This Ithra saw a new course, Introduction to
SCA Life 1: Getting Started, a six hour class
packed with everything the new medievalist
might need to know. Certificates were given
for completion, as befits surviving a six hour
class!
There was also a heraldic consultation table
made available on Sunday, for help with
submissions.
A total of forty-four attendants enjoyed the
benefit of not only the excellent instructors,
but of our own unsurpassed cooks. Soups and
warm bread were a welcome break on the
cold day and no one was left hungry!
We hope to see both new and familiar faces,
at next year’s event!

A Crowning Event
An Tir is the only Kingdom which has only one
set of crowns for the King and Queen. The
crowns are beginning to show their years,
worn with time and the many heads they have
graced. An Tir is therefore seeking skilled
artisans to create a new, beautiful pair.
Submit bids to regalia@antir.sca.org
The Shire of Midhaven is looking for ideas for
fundraisers to help contribute to the cost of
paying for the new crowns. If you have
suggestions, contact the Seneschal at
merickedeross@gmail.com or feel free to
attend the business meetings to offer ideas.

Shire Officers
Seneschal:............................. HL Mericke de Ross
Deputy: ...................... Archos Etolé Marchant
Archery: ................................ Lord Rodri Glynglas
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Arts & Sciences: ........... Lady Avelyn de Mowbray
Deputy: .................................. Martha at Gore
Chamberlain: ............................................ Sophia
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Chatelaine: ............................. Duchess Angharad
Bandaspus Drakenhefd
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Chirurgeon:.............. Keina Verch Wilim ap Eynon
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Chronicler: ............... Lady Sigga kausi Geiradotter
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Equestrian: .................... Lady Taraðan BanMarca
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Exchequer: ..................... Lady Fionnghuala Ruadh
inghean Toirdhealbhaigh
Deputy: ........................... Bryson McCloughen
Family Activities: ........................................ OPEN
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Herald: ........................ Lord Michael FitzGeoffrey
Deputy: .................... Lady Fujioka no Kaorime
Deputy: .............. Lady Sigga kausi Geiradotter
Scribe:................................... HL Mericke de Ross
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Master of Stables: .......... Sir Thorkel fitz Hrothgar
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Thrown Weapons: ........... Archos Etolé Marchant
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
Web Minister:................ Dáma Libuše Makovička
Deputy: ................................................. OPEN
If you’ve wanted to be more involved in the SCA
but weren’t sure how, why not volunteer as an
officer or deputy? It’s a great way to contribute,
and volunteers are always needed and
welcomed!
Come sit in on a business meeting, 2nd
Wednesday of each month at the Mt. Vernon
Denny’s, 7-9 PM. You don’t have to be an officer
to attend, or even an SCA member!
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Inn of the Silver Tulip

Articles and Populace Announcements

YOUTH ALTHING – THE EVENT JUST FOR KIDS
by
Lady Fionnghuala Ruadh inghean Toirdhealbhaigh, GdS
Youth Althing has been a
tradition in the Shire of
Midhaven since 2008. It
began as a brain child of HL
Mericke nic Ross and HL Jann
Kaupmaorsdottir. They were
at an event and noticed
children playing with such
modern items as Gameboys
and Barbies. They thought
kids need something too.
With a little encouragement
from Her Grace, Duchess
Angharad Drakenhefd, Lady
Mericke was off and running
putting together the first
Youth Althing.

February to April to allow for more
outdoor activities.
The Skagit Valley Fairgrounds,
Sedro-Woolley Senior Center, and
Hillcrest Lodge have all hosted us
over the years, and this year we
will be at the Mount Vernon
Senior Center for the first time.
We will have a Touch & Try table
where kids can try on armor and
garb then get a photo taken.
There will be a chance to try your
hand at scribal arts, weaving, hand
sewing and the perennial favorite
of needle felting. We will learn
about the difference between old
world and new world foods, have
a chance to barter for goods, and
play heraldic games.

It was held one beautiful day
Picture source: Reproduced from the
in February 2008 at the Skagit
Codex Palatinus Germanicus 848:
County Fairgrounds. The class
Große Heidelberger Liederhandschrift
topics ranged from calligraphy
(Zürich, 1300 – 1340)
to culinary, soap making to
There will also be Youth Armored
sling staff, European and Middle-Eastern dance,
Combat, outdoor games (weather permitting)
and even hunting with ferrets. The spring-like
and a kid’s court, where the young people will be
weather prompted an outside story time with
appointed as regents by the Baron and Baroness
Duchess Angharad. Her Majesty, Queen
of Aquaterra and run court with their assistance.
Elizabeth Yvonne Owles attended with her two
We will end the day with a piñata. (Yes, piñatas
children and held court.
existed in the middle ages!)
Since that first event, the Youth Althing has been
held combined with Midhaven Champions and
the Emprise of the Sable Rose in 2009, and as an
Ithra in 2010, but has now come to hold its own
place in the annual events.
Though circumstances worked against holding
the event in 2011, we returned strong in 2012
and 2013. The date was also moved from

This year’s Youth Althing will be held on April 26,
at the Mount Vernon Senior Center, 1401
Cleveland Ave in Mount Vernon, WA. It will run
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The cost is $12 for adults
and $10 for kids (NMS applies) which will include
lunch.
We look forward to all the children of An Tir
joining us to learn what kids can do in the SCA.
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MEDIEVAL ENGLISH PET NAMES
by
Lord Michael FitzGeoffrey, GdS
Midhaven Pursuivant
The information behind this article comes
primarily from Charles Wareing Bardsley’s
English Surnames:
Their Sources and
Significations, seventh edition, published in
London in 1901. This book is available for free
download in Acrobat PDF format from Google
Books at:
http://books.google.com/books?id=mv
4cAAAAYAAJ&num=15
What do I mean when I say, “pet names”? The
technical word is “diminutive”. In other words,
a more intimately familiar, often shortened
version of a name, for example: Billy from
William, or Betty from Elizabeth. The word pet,
in reference to pet names, is a shortened
version of the French word petite, meaning little
one. This article does not cover the kind of
nicknames that are often unrelated to their
bearer’s actual name, such as a person whose
name is John being called Lefty, due to his being
left-handed.
Interestingly, many medieval pet names are
preserved even until current times in the
hereditary surnames that fill our telephone
directories. Many English surnames started out
as patronyms and metronyms. A patronym tells
who a person’s father is, and a metronym tells
who his or her mother is. Also, the patterns by
which pet names were formed came from both
Anglo-Saxon English and Norman French.
In some cases a pet name was formed by
literally shortening the name, and often
substituting a different first letter, to make a
rhyme. A few examples are:
Christopher > Kit, Kitt, or Kitte
David > Dawe
Gilbert > Gib, Gibbe, or Gyb
Nicholas > Cole or Col
Richard > Dick or Hick

Robert > Dob, Dobbe, Hob, or Hobbe
Roger > Hodge or Dodge
Walter > Watte
Anne > Nan
Cecilia or Cecily > Cis, Cesse, Sis, Siss, or Sys
Eleanor, Elinor, Leonora, or Alianor >
Annora, Ellen, Lina, Lyna, or Nel
Etheldreda > Ethel
Isabel > Ib or Bell
Matilda > Maud
Petronilla > Parnel or Pernel
Theophania > Tiffany
In many other cases, a pet name was formed by
adding a suffix to either the proper name or
very often to a shortened version of it. Often,
the resulting pet name was even longer than
the name from which it came. These suffixes
were of four principal varieties:
(1) Kin from the Anglo-Saxon.
Adam > Adkin, Adekin, or Atkin
Anthony > Tonkin
Baldwin > Bodkin
Bartholomew > Badkin or Batkin
Daniel > Dankin
David > Dawkin or Dakin
Elias > Alkin or Allkin
Jane > Janekyn
John > Jenkin, Hankin (from the Latin
Iohannes)
Henry > Hawkin or Halkin
Hugh > Hughkin or Huckin
Geoffrey > Jeffkin
Lambert > Labmekyn, Lambekin, or
Lambkin
Laurence or Lawrence > Larkin
Luke > Luckin
Mark > Markin
Matilda > Mawdkin, Meakin, Mekin,
Malkin, or Makin
Peter > Peterkin, Perkin, or Parkin

©2014, Darby Cook. Used with permission.
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Radulf or Ralph > Rapkin or Rawkin
Reginald, Ragenald, Rainald,
Reynold, Renaud, Reinaud, or Renard
> Rankin, Reynkin, or Reynkyn
Robert > Hopkin
Roger > Hotchkin or Hoskin
Simon > Simkin, Simpkin, or Symkyn
Theobald, Thibault, or Thibaud > Tipkin
Thomas > Tomkin or Thompkin
Walter > Watekyn or Watkin
William > Wilekyn or Wilkin
(2) Cock also from the Anglo-Saxon.
Adam > Adcock
Alexander or Alisaundre > Saundercock (via
Saunder) or
Sandercock (via Sander)
Baldwin > Balcock
Barbara > Babcock
Bartholomew > Badcock or Batcock
Daniel > Dancock
Elias > Elcock, Ellcock, Alcock, or Allcock
Geoffrey > Jeffcock
John > Johncock, Hancock, or Handcock
(both via Latin Iohannes)
Laurence or Lawrence > Laycock
Luke > Locock, Luckock, or Lucock
Mark > Marcock
Philip > Philcock
Richard > Hitchcock
Simon > Simcock
Timothy > Timcock
William > Wilcock or Wilcoc
(3) Ot or et from the Norman French.
Abel > Abelot, Ablett, or Ablott
Arnold > Arnott, Arnet, or Arnyet
Brice > Briccot
Cecilia or Cecily > Cissota, Sissot, Syssot, or
Syssott
Douce, Duce, Dulce, or Dulcia > Dowsett,
Doucett, or Duckett
Charles > Charlat, Charlot (fem. > Charlotte)
Constance > Cussot
Cuthbert > Cowbeyt or Cobbet
Daniel > Danett or Dannett
Dionisius > Dyott, Dyot, Diot, or Denot (via
Dennis)
Drew or Drogo (not Andrew) > Drewett or
Druett

Eleanor, Elinor, Leonora, or Alianor
> Annot, Alinot, Alnot, Anota, Linot, or
Linota
Elias > Elliot, Eliot, Allot, Alecot, Alyott, or
Elicot
Emeric or Emery > Emelot
Emma > Emmett or Emmot (both fem.)
Eve > Evett or Evitt (both fem.)
Gerald or Gerard > Garret, Jarret, Jarratt
Gilbert > Gibbett
Giles > Gillet or Gillot
Guy > Guyot, Gyot, Wyot, Wyott, or Wyatt
Hamon > Hamnet, Hammet, or Hamonet
Henry > Hallet, Halket, Henriot, Heriot, or
Haryott (fem. Harriet or Harriot)
Hugh > Huet, Hewet, Hewett, or Howett
Isaac > Higgott or Higgett
Isabel > Bellet or Bellot (via Bell); Ibbot,
Ibbit, Ibbet, Isotte, Ebot, Ezota, Isot, Izott,
Ibote, or Ibotta (via Ib)
Ivar, Iver, Ive, or Ives > Ivett
John > Jackett (via French Jacques; fem. >
Jacquetta)
Juliana > Gilot, Gillot, Juet, Juetta, Jewit,
Jewitt, Jowet, Jowett, or Juliet
Laurence or Lawrence > Larrett
Luke > Luckett or Lockett
Margaret > Margot, Marget, Merget,
Margett, Maggot, Magot
Mary > Marriot or Mariot
Matilda > Tillot or Tyllott
Miles or Milo > Millot, Millet, or Mylett
Nicholas > Colet, Colett, or Collett (fem.
Collette; via Col)
Pagan, Payne, Paye, Paine, or Pain > Paynett
or Paynot
Paul > Paulett, Poulett, Powlett, or Pollitt
Peter > Perot, Perret, Perrett, Parrot, or
Parret
Phillip > Phillot, Phillipot, Philpott, Philpot,
Fillpot, Fylpot, Phillot, Philipot, or
Phylypotte
Robert > Robynet (via Robin)
Roland > Rowlett, Rowlet
Simon > Simonet, Simnet, or Symonet
Stephen > Stevenet, Stevenot, Stennet, or
Stennett

©2014, Darby Cook. Used with permission.
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Theobald, Thibault, or Thibaud > Tibbot,
Tebbott, Tibbat, Tibbet, or Tebbutt
William > Guillemot, Gwillot, Gillot, Gillott,
Gillett, Williamot, Willmot, Wilmot, Willot,
Willet, Willert, or Willimote
Sometimes the -ot/-et form was rendered
instead as -elot or -elet.
Bartholomew > Bartelot, Bartlett, Bertelot,
or Burlet
Cecilia or Cecily > Cesselot
Christian > Crestolot or Crestelot
Hamon > Hamlet or Hamelot
Hugh > Hughelot, Huelot, Hulot, Hullet,
Hullett, Howlett, or Hewlett
Richard > Richelot or Rickelot
Robert > Hobelot (via Hob)
Theobald, Thibault, or Thibaud > Tebbelot
(4) On or en also from the Norman-French.
Alice or Alys > Alison

Beatrice or Beatrix > Beton, Betten, Betin,
Betyn, Betan, or Beaton
Catherine > Catlin, Cattlin, Catlyn, or Katlyn
Gilbert > Gilpin, Gibbin, or Gibbon
Guy > Guyon
Hamon > Hamlyn or Hamelyn
Hugh > Huon, Hugon, Huguon, Hugyn, or
Huggin
Isaac > Higgin
John > Jacklin (via French Jacques; fem.
Jacqueline)
Mary > Marion
Nicholas > Colin (via Col), Collin, or Nixon
Peter > Perrin
Radulf or Ralph > Rawlin or Rollin
Richard > Diccon, Dicken, or Diggon (via
Dick) or Hitchin
Robert > Robin, Dobbin, or Hobin
Thomas > Tomlin
William > Wicken

©2014, Darby Cook. Used with permission.

Fireside & Quill

Humor, Games, and Creative Works

Deer Abbey
Deer Abbey,
I am newly married to a man who works building
sailing ships. His clothing is constantly becoming
stained with grease and I cannot get them clean
enough, no matter how hard I scrub. I feel I will
have failed him as a wife if I cannot do even this
simple duty. Please help!
-Stained in Salisbury
Dear Stained,
Grease stains may be removed in the following
manner: warm urine in a pot and soak the fabric
for two days. Do not twist the fabric, but
squeeze the afflicted area and then rinse well
with water.

Deer Abbey,
I am treating a man who has been ailed for a
fortnight with a cough, accompanied by a
growing weakness of body and spirit. The usual
herbs have proven ineffective in restoring his
body's humors. What do you recommend?
-Ill-humoured in Ipswitch
Dear Ill-humoured,
For all general ailments of the body as a result of
an imbalance of humours, it is recommended to
employ bloodletting either by means of direct
opening of a vein with a fleam, or through the
use of leeching. The patient should recover in a
few days, with adequate bed rest.

Deer Abbey was a Cistercian monastery, founded in 1219 CE in Buchan, Scotland.
©2014, Andrea Fleming. Used with permission.
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Waka Poetic Form
by
Lady Sigga kausi Geiradotter
Waka is a type of classical Japanese poetry. The
original meaning was simply “Japanese poem,”
and included several different forms, but over
time came to refer to a specific style of poetry
which used a 5-7-5-7-7 metre, also known as
tanka or “short song”. This was the most widely
used style throughout history.
th

The earliest recorded waka date to the early 8
century, and developed slowly over time, taking
influences from other genres, Chinese poetry,
and even Western styles.

The first of 21 imperially-commissioned waka
anthologies was called Kokin Wakashū, meaning
“Collection of Ancient and Modern Japanese
Poems.” It consisted of around 1,100 waka
poems compiled into twenty volumes, arranged
Yū sareba
Nobe no akikaze
Mi ni shimite
Uzura naku nari
Fukakusa no sato.

by theme. It was first conceived by the Emperor
Uda, and published by his son, the Emperor
Daigo, to whom it was presented in 905 CE.
Imperial anthologies were seen as events of the
highest significance in poetic circles.
Most waka poets had their own anthologies also,
which served as one source for the Imperial
anthologies. A notable departure from their
Western counterparts, many of the great waka
poets were women, such as Murasaki Shikibu
(978-1014), lady-in-waiting at the Imperial court.
The more well-known poetic style, haiku,
originated from the tanka form of waka, and the
subject matter of both forms is similar, often
dealing with nature, seasons, and emotion.

Translation: As evening falls
From along the moors the autumn wind
Blows chill into the heart;
And the quails raise their plaintive cry
In the deep grass of Fukakusha village.

- Waku poem by Fujiwara no Shunzei (1114-1204)
While the waka, or tanka, form has not found
the same reception in Western audiences as the
haiku, its history should encourage study.

give one as a gift to someone you care for; it is
sure to be appreciated, as it is the thought and
effort that count!

Traditionally, waka lines do not rhyme, and their
length lends itself to quick expressions of
emotion, capturing a moment in time. Tanka
was often used for intimate communication
between lovers, and given as gifts after an
evening spent together, whether during a
courtship for marriage or after a more
clandestine affair.

If you try your hand at this poetic form, you are
welcome to submit it for inclusion in the next
newsletter. Seriousness is not required!

Whether you are an amateur poet or an
accomplished scribe, try writing a waka poem.
You can keep it either for yourself in a journal, or

Dawn of Events
Heed the morning calls,
For the alleged schedule
Is subject to change.
Echoes call: Thank you, Herald!
And, You’re Welcome, Populace!
©2014, Andrea Fleming. Used with Permission.
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS:
1. Protect from harm
5. A vase-shaped pitcher
7. Gold or yellow
8. European bard
10. A family group
11. Not new
13. First man in Norse mythology
14. A musical instrument
15. Collection of astrological signs
16. I, to a king
17. Try to gain the affection of another, as for
marriage
18. Used in soap making
20. A heavy, fermented beverage
23. Cross wintery country?
24. Decorate with pictures and gold leaf, as in books
25. Unit of meas., from the Anglo-Saxon meaning
“straight branch.”

DOWN:
2. Royal proclaimers and
message bearers
3. A heraldic fur
4. Ate, fancily
5. Annual war held in Atenveldt
6. The night before
9. Order of Peerage for Arts and Sciences
11. Brian Ua Néill, last High King __ _________,
died in battle in 1260 (2 words)
12. Relating to a Duke
13. Often goes with alas
15. The Moors brought this important number to
Spain
16. A Chinese state from the Zhou Dynasty
19. Joined draft animals together
21. Five hundred fifty-five
22. Ancient Japanese hereditary title
23. A sow’s home

©2014, Andrea Fleming. Used with permission.
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The Now and Future Youth

For those under 18

Forsoothly, Dude!
by
Lady Sigga kausi Geiradotter
It seems with the English language, the only
constant is change. From the French influence
during the Norman rule of England, beginning in
1066 CE, to the sometimes incomprehensible
1337 and txt tlk of modern days, every
generation leaves its mark on the language,
much to the frustration of future school
children. It can be difficult to read books from
just a few hundred years ago if you are not
familiar with the words of the day.
In the SCA, where we seek to immerse
ourselves in the Medieval period, language can
be the difference between living in the modern
middle-ages, and playing medieval dress-up.
Beyond knowing how to address Royalty at an
event, understanding and using English as it was
spoken in period helps create the atmosphere
at events. It can also be a fun exercise to
confuse your classmates and give you a headstart on that Shakespeare assignment!
There are two elements to speaking
“forsoothly”, that is, speaking in a way that
sounds Medieval to a modern listener. There
are the words you choose, and there is the
manner in which you say them. Take your time
to consider what you want to say before you
speak.
Bear in mind, no one sounds elegant when they
are being rude or gossiping. Keep unkind
thoughts to yourself. Speaking less than you
think is a good idea, no matter what time
period you’re in!
Leave out modern phrases and slang, and the
contractions you are used to, such as can’t,

didn’t, and so on. Try incorporating some of
these period words into your speech instead.
anon:
Right now or right away.
“Anon, good nurse! Speak” or “Anon, anon,
Sir!”
art:
Are, or skill/craft.
“Thou art a villain”, or “No physician’s art
can save him!”
ere
Before
“We must leave ere daybreak.”
forsooth:
Indeed or truly. Often used ironically.
“Forsooth, there is no one I trust more!”
might very well mean I don’t trust you at all!
hath:
Has
“He hath gone seeking gold and glory.”
thou/thee:
You. Thou would be used as the subject,
thee as the object
“Thou art mad!” vs. “The constable sends for
thee to come.”
‘tis:
A contraction meaning ‘it is’.
“‘Tis but a scratch!”
wherefore:
Why, for what reason, or as a result.
“‘He is angry, wherefore I know not.”
“The hour grew late, wherefore we
departed.”
So next time you watch Mel Gibson playing
Hamlet or Tom Hiddleston as Henry the V listen
for these words and how they were used. You’ll
be speaking forsoothly before you know it!

©2014, Andrea Fleming. Used with permission.
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Find the Differences
A scribe sat down to copy a picture from a wood carving, but he made made some mistakes.
Can you spot the seven things the scribe missed in his copy on the right? When you have found
them all, have fun coloring!

Picture source: Reproduced from woodcut by Perus de Crescentiis, Das Buch von Pflantzung, Strassburg, 1512.

Riddles
1. I’ve been ‘round for thousands of years yet never more than a month old. What am I?
2. I get larger the more you take away, when you toil all day my loss is my gain.
3. What is it that God never sees, a King rarely sees, and a peasant sees every day?
4. You take my coat to make your own, though first it must be combed and sewn.
5. How many eggs can you put in an empty basket?
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Mundane Matters
Copyright and Disclaimer
This is the January/February/March 2014 issue of The Tulip And The Sword, a publication of the Shire of
Midhaven of the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc.). The Tulip And The Sword is available
from the Shire Chronicler (contact information below). It is not a corporate publication of SCA, Inc., and
does not delineate SCA, Inc. policies. Copyright ©2014 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. For
information on reprinting photographs, articles, or artwork from this publication, please contact the
Chronicler, who will assist you in contacting the original creator of the piece. Please respect the legal
rights of our contributors.
Contact the Chronicler: Lady Sigga kausi Geiradotter, nwcatlady@gmail.com.

Links to Forms
SCA Creative Work Copyright Assignment/Grant of Use
SCA Model Release Form
SCA Photograph Grant of Use

Puzzle Solutions
Riddles:
1. The moon
2. Digging a hole
3. Their equal
4. A sheep’s fleece
5. Just one, then it
isn’t empty
anymore!
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